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Abstract. 
Attempt to formulate strategies of the future development are formulated 

based on raw materials for energy needs, which will be in our disposal for the interval 
up to the start of nuclear fast breeder reactors. Main tendencies should be broader 
nuclear energy use and nonelectric application. As an externally given boundary 
condition it is supposed that world society model will be kept as a continuity of 
mankind history. There are recommendation of the demands for the development of 
new technologies to substitute decreasing external fossil energy resources and 
generally growing demand for living standard.  

Most of the considerations are growing from the INPRO studies published in 
IAEA Vienna. 
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Raw material analyses.  
 

Study was more or less by Russian specialist finished, how much we have in 
our disposal basic nuclear material for traditional one through cycle – natural 
uranium, enrichment, burning in thermal reactors and storing without reprocessing.  

It was concluded in the Gagarinskij study [1] that there is enough natural 
uranium to use thermal reactors with one through cycle up to the period 2050 -2060 
and still there will be reserves for existing (supposing in that future period) fleet of 
nuclear rectors during their productive lifetime (about 100 years). Fast breeders of 
different types are in operation already now and it is without any doubt that during 
such long period they can be more reliable and safer from contemporary point of 
view. What is not yet fully understandable is organization of fuel cycle. There are 
competitive technologies of reprocessing – fractional distillation of fluorides and 
pyrometallurgical electro-methods (so called dry reprocessing methods), which are 
expected to be cheaper, but they are not yet ready for the industrial use. There will 
be two tendencies – cheaper spent fuel reprocessing and more expensive natural 
uranium mining; result will be reflected in the start of the new nuclear era. We should 
summarize that spent fuel has about 96% of uranium of about 1% enrichment of 
U235 and also up to 1% of plutonium; amount of minor actinides is small but they are 
uncomfortable for further work (mostly due to spontaneous fission) so that 
contemporary philosophy is to keep them aside and wait for advanced molten salt 
technologies (or any other) to spent them. Generally we must conclude that spent 
fuel is perfect nuclear material, which can in the transient period play role instead of 
direct use of fast breeders.     

Anyway we should like to conclude that massive reprocessing suppose very 
high industrial activity and much greater amount of reprocessing factories and it is 
doubtful if such technologies could be centralized into existing superpowers. 
Nonproliferation demands are limiting situation to the exchange change spent fuel 
directly to new fresh fuel and limitations to the storing of plutonium. All this is forming 
new political demands and it is under question mark how it will proceed in the more 
and more unified world. 

Russian specialists presented also world estimations of gas and coal 
resources, with conclusions that there is enough coal for about two hundred years 
but very unevenly distributed. Gas with traditional resources for this century (if we 
know how to use and mine methanats – crystallin form of methane under pressure 
and low temperatures) then we should have troubles only with liquid fuel for transport 
systems. The preliminary conclusion for our world society is that the key problem is 
the sufficiently great amount of liquid fuel for transport. Let us have a look on the 
curves.  
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which were derived from the publicly accessible data. World is subdivided into ten 
regions and each region has its own “Hubert curve” of oil supply for the distribution. 
Forecast is formed based on conservation law equation in the region and fitting 
coefficients of time dependent first order balance equation and then using it for 
future, where we have no data. The same result was obtained on Kuwait University 
based on direct least square approximation by system of Hubert curves with 
parameters and using it for future. Concerning the US analyses there is so called 
Hirsch report, which are several works using more or less standard interviews from 
oil specialists (mostly old geologists) being now on the rent so that they have no 
limitations to speak. All that works are included into the CD (part info-to-av; 65MB) 
and are here freely distributed. Even I, based on US data about peak of oil 
production, have estimated decrease of oil production between 2020 and 2030 of 
about 1.2% per year, which is within Russian and Arabic estimations.  

On the other side liquid fuel is practically exclusively used for transport and 
this for the world economy denotes limitation for the goods exchange. We do not 
know about any responsible analyses of this feedback. Such situation is threatening 
by huge consequences.  Losses for the world production would be huge and from the 
analogies with the oil crisis after 1970 they can overcome even by magnitude fuel 
prices. It is hard to say anything about it, because it could be expected that oil and 
transport prices will be growing and it clean effect will not be easy evaluated and 
measured. At least now it seems that all economy is working with approximation that 
production will not be stopped due to fuel prices, but it evidently will be limited 
because stagnation or even decrease of liquid fuel production will evidently led to the 
upper limitation of transport and as a consequence stop of production; stop of 
production, will lead to the stop of transport and further possibility to have limited 
transport after the crisis will be overcome.  My attempts to find some economists and 
study it, at least in our country were not successful – I see the reasons more or less 
in their low will and ability to study it. But naturally I cannot exclude that there is no so 
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called political will to support such studies and find for it corresponding financing and 
that contemporary economical troubles are more urgent.   

There is lot of information that we can use renewable source from agricultural 
production or currently produced electricity to substitute oil. I have not found 
responsible and clear comparison – even question to our transport specialists had no 
results. Their studies were limited to the answer if the produced fuel is from the 
energy losses positive and how include people’s work was out of any question. You 
can see that advertisement for “electric” cars has no information about the equivalent 
to corresponding petrol prices. 

There are probably several general transport studies. One from US (2001) is 
concluding that existing transport is not possible to transfer on the railways (low 
railway capacities) and for the first time it is possible only to support liquid fuel 
market. It is interpreted as consequence of that the transport market has great inertia 
and that it will take at least ten years to change about one third of such market. It is 
surely possible to think about cars, modified to drive by firing gas, but probably due to 
troubles with distribution or something like canisters for gas for heavy trucks it was 
not taken into account. 

Second study was European ones, there was the conclusion that oil cost is 
about 20USD and that there is enough oil all over the world and new resources are 
established and that expected oil price around 2020 will be about 22USD. Study was 
done in Greece, (maybe there were some cooperations) and published on official EU 
commission pages about four years after US study.  

All these are signals that in the next decades we can expect troubles and that 
only nuclear has resource potential maybe to solve at least partially the situation. 

 
 

 
Two basic tasks. 
 

To keep smooth future sustainability (for a longer interval of hundreds years, 
not for infinite) we need for the society in expected development curve slightly 
growing flow of energy in different forms. Electricity to keep industry effectiveness 
and fuels for transport means to exchange goods and produce foods.  

Closed fuel cycle. 
We do not see any problems in electricity production – only technical problem 

to close fuel cycle in minor actinides Americium and Curium. Neptunium, which is 
arising by alpha decay from higher actinides could be used as uranium and so it does 
not born any further problem. Mixture of Am and Cm can form critical reactor in 
special molten fluoride salts and could be spent in such special reactor and produce 
fission products of the nearly the same composition as from uranium. It is technology, 
which is not yet ready for realization but we estimate that step by step it could be 
realized. Reason, why it is not yet done or developed is that up to now we do not 
produce sufficiently great amount of minor actinides – we have not yet in operation 
massive reprocessing, because of cheap natural uranium. To the expected time of 
growing reprocessing technology, we should be prepared to spend Am and Cm from 
the reprocessed spent fuel, in order not to store such dangerous materials [2]. This is 
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about half of this century, following resources materials considerations. Because it 
must be highly automatic process and very safe it is time to start such technology 
development to be sure that it will be available for realization in time.   

It is a question of the future development and experience, if the Thorium will 
be used and how such cycle could be in longer time realized. Thorium cycle produce 
U232 with hard gamma production and it is expected that breeding ratio in standard 
thermal molten salt reactor will be much lower than in sodium cooled fast breeder. 
Naturally we must know much more about such technologies to be able to decide 
something. But what is without any doubt - there are lot of spent nuclear fuel all over 
the world and lot of rectors with solid fuel are in operation and are planned to be in 
operation in future. All they had generated Plutonium and minor actinides and they 
have to be handled somehow and not to stored for a million years in deep mines, 
because any place is at the end accessible as Egyptian pyramids and peoples 
history has too many cruel periods and shows too big differences in local views and 
political systems that there is no firm stability in the overall safety and possible 
misuse of dangerous nuclear materials.  

We must underline that technical development of molten salt reactors 
(reactors, in which is fuel diluted in fluoride salts) is at the very beginning and 
depending on the salt composition you have different melting points and solubility of 
three and four-valence uranium and trans-uranium elements and this leads to the 
construction of different type of rectors with different type of breeding ratios. Molten 
salt reactors have very low parasitic neutron absorption and so the future studies of 
chemistry and physics of such systems may bring competitive systems to existing 
solid fuel fast breeders. Mixture of minor actinides has so high spontaneous fission 
heating that corresponding solid fuel elements must be cooled even fresh out of the 
reactor and it brings additional technical troubles for which solid fuel reactor are not 
convenient to spent them. 

Nonelectric application of nuclear energy. 
Because raw material resources for nuclear fission are compared to fossil 

resources much higher, natural question is arising – can we use it also to transport?   
There is already long time experience with artificial liquid petrol, which was 

produced in Czech factories during the Second World War and as a consequence of 
low oil prices corresponding workshops were finally closed about 1972. It was 
process known as Fischer-Tropsch method. Hydrogen needed for the additional 
cracking of coal was produced from coke and water steam. It is known that such 
process is in modern form applied in South Africa. Lot of hydrogen is also used for 
the production of artificial fertilizers via ammonia NH3.  

Already after first oil crisis were processes of water splitting studied and it was 
suggested more than hundred catalytic processes leading to it. There is no doubt that 
such advanced chemistry can lead to the massive hydrogen production, which has 
broad application for contemporary transport and chemistry industry. Taking into 
account coming oil decrease production such technology can support liquid fuel 
market or in future lead to the alternative fuels for local transport, too. 

It is not secret that the problem is intensively studied in US and from 2002 
openly published information accessible via internet is more than two thousand 
pages yearly. Main technology line is now to produce heat from molten salt cooled 
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solid fuel reactor and transfer heating via heat exchanger into the chemical 
workshops, where is hydrogen produced by catalytic water splitting. It is hard to find 
comparable activity anywhere all over the world. We want to mention that great 
deposits of coal are in US for such potential technology available. 

There could be also other application of the high temperature heat supply, 
which were studied after first oil crisis but it seems that hydrogen production will be 
the greatest. Up to now we have no information about any newer European study of 
this problem. 

 
Interaction of technology and society. 

Nuclear energy as any new technology has already long time experience of 
high degree of acceptance and expectations and the deepest refusing threatening 
that it completely destroys the society. There was in the last time referendum in Italy 
and also Germany declared repeatedly that that it will not use nuclear energy after 
2020 and no new nuclear power-station will be built. This is very astonishing fact 
because Germany is highly developed country, which cannot be suspect from low 
technology level. Example of Sweden should be mentioned in this sense. Sweden 
also refused officially nuclear energy and expected to close all nuclear power-
stations and live without it. Meanwhile the problem how to ensure energy for industry 
was studied and step by step the greater and greater part of the Swedish society was 
clear that they do not have any other possibility, than proceed further with nuclear or 
to go to very high energy prices with consequences to the living standard for all. 
Such procedure is generally not desirable and costs society tot of funds and losses in 
technology development. Reasons for such positions are not (at least) for the 
educated people very clear and frequently are denoted as a consequence of the first 
nuclear weapon use or fear from spent fuel (denoted as danger wastes) or maybe 
too great believe to so called ecological resources – wind and photovoltaic, which 
should enable us live in ideal sustainability with environment. Exactly educated 
nuclear specialists suspect lobby of that sources and too big financial support of rich 
societies from the attack to nuclear, because they are not able to compete with them 
on the market. And the rest is interaction with politics and looking for society support 
in votes. There are also tendencies to present contemporary society as too low 
technology educated to work with such technology. Frequent argument is the last 
accident in Fukushima even if there are no arguments about any bigger earthquake 
and tsunami waves in the region of middle and north Europe and data from south 
Europe are of very far pre-history and concerning maybe only some territory band 
neighboring with the sea. 

Anyway contemporary society lives in high consensus with public and if public 
is refusing something it is also order to politicians to modify aim of activity. 
Conclusion is that we should know more about why society, without any technically 
sophisticated reasons is refusing nuclear, we are obliged to try to understand it and 
demonstrate that rationality is different.  

We as nuclear engineers can see maybe the only one reason - absence of 
demonstration of closed fuel cycle. 

It is a question of common consensus to formulate together with sociologists 
and some politicians study what is this technology and public interaction and steps, 
may help greater consensus of nuclear specialists and public. 
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Conclusion remark. 
Presented text is slightly of newspaper nature.  I agree that it would be better 

to have equations, maybe unknown coefficients and mathematics ways to find 
solutions. Unfortunately there are not yet equations of future people development 
and all what was able to help to understand it was collected into the enclosed CD 
with the content of 1.6GB of more technical text to estimate future technological 
development based of the contemporary social mankind understanding. Also there is 
conviction that common effort is more effective that isolated ones. In this world there 
is not any reason to proceed in such big technology not in cooperative way - 
especially in Europe. 

More precise formulations, with more precise literature argumentation would 
make text much longer and probably without greater clearness. 
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